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ON CHARLIE MUNRO 

by Bruce Johnson 

_________________________________________________________ 
 
[Bruce Johnson reviews the album Integrations, released on Larrikin label (LRJ 
170) in 1986. This review appeared in the Summer/Autumn 1986 edition of Jazz 
Magazine.] 
 

 

 

harlie Munro’s sudden death in December, 1985 deprived us of a greater 

talent than most people, including those associated with jazz, have begun to 

understand. This record will help to change that, and the shame of it is that 

there is not more. Elsewhere in this issue I have lamented the tedious prolixity of 

various young ‘contemporary’ musicians. Munro presents the reverse: a musician 

with volumes to say, but who was given too little space to say it.  

This, the third volume in Larrikin’s admirable Cornerstones series, gives us some 

idea of the remarkable range of this remarkable musician, and the consistency of his 

excellence throughout. The music moves from the bop idiom through to an 

impressionistic and expansively meditative mood which demonstrates Munro’s 

perennial interest in the latest developments, and his ability to extract the 

meaningful from the experimental, above all, his agelessness. He plays alto, tenor, 

soprano, flute, ‘cello and (according to the cover note, bass clarinet, though I wasn’t 

sure where).  

Minor Bird (a title with a richer pun than you first realise; think about it) shows us 

why Munro impressed so many Americans in the sixties, with its supremely assured 

up-tempo hop lines. His tenor work on No Business (Like Show Business) and on 

Twelves has the blistering facility of Johnny Griffin. On Integrations, opening with  
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Charlie Munro pictured in 1978: his tenor work on No Business (Like Show 

Business) and on Twelves has the blistering facility of Johnny Griffin… PHOTO 

CREDIT NORM LINEHAN COURTESY OXFORD COMPANION TO AUSTRALIAN JAZZ 

the sound of a spring shower in a still pool, he plays lean flute lines, then as the piece 

goes into tempo, switches again to tenor with a muscular aggressiveness that makes 

it difficult to believe it’s the same person. The mood of the music moves from the 

plangent ruefulness of Ballade No I to the tongue-in-cheek sections of No Business, 

opening like the curtain rising in a Music Hall, and closing with a Pathe newsreel 

flourish. Six of the eight compositions are by members of the band, and although 

many are forays into the loosely structured idiom which finds favour with many  
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contemporary musicians who haven’t grasped the importance of form, every one of 

these demonstrates a sense of architecture: here again Munro, and in the case of 

Tranquility, Jack Thorpe display a capacity to assimilate the best of a style and avoid 

its self-indulgences. 

Tranquility deserves special mention. Although Munro’s compositions are 

themselves creative paradigms, this piece by Thorpe really stands out as a fully 

enclosed and finished work. Opening with a hinted waltz played on the ‘cello, it 

evokes a dimly lit nineteenth century drawing room saturated with recollection. A 

bridging passage punctuated by the bass leads into up-tempo blowing with Munro on 

soprano, before returning to the opening haunting theme. This is a major 

compositional concept, and bears close study by those who think that writing a jazz 

piece involves two chords and some token dissonance. The other musicians are 

uniformly supportive, and the fact that the four of them — Munro, Jack Thorpe 

(keyboards), Wayne Ford (bass) and Mark Bowden (drums) — have, as I understand 

it, been ‘workshopping’ together for some time, shows its dividends in the group’s 

cogent empathy. If only they were all more visible in jazz contexts! 

Bowden in particular embodies one of the paradoxes of Australian jazz, in that there 

could scarcely be a more accomplished drummer in Australia, and yet he is almost 

never seen playing in a jazz setting. He is largely responsible for one of the most 

pleasing aspects of the overall sound; even at its most boisterous there is still a purity 

rather than a turmoil of sound. Bowden’s drumming never becomes the kind of 

undifferentiated surface noise which often passes for support in contemporary 

music, and the whole program has the ventilated clarity of a Japanese room, sharp 

definitions and eloquent space. 

It is a shame that a record that is simultaneously so important as well as musically 

inspired should be marred by some lapses in presentation. When the musicians 

labour so hard to get it right they are entitled to the same care from the production 

side. The sleeve fails to list vibes (if it is intended that they be comprehended under 

‘percussion’, it is hardly giving credit where it is due). Wayne Ford plays acoustic 

bass on seven of the eight tunes, but is listed only as electric. The promotional 

material that will be used to sell the record is also misleading in a curious way. It 

waxes about Munro’s importance, then demonstrates an ignorance of the fact that he 

has recorded his own compositions before, an oversight made even stranger by the 

fact that the sleeve notes include mention of albums devoted to his work. It is said 

that only Allah is perfect, but some of these mistakes could easily have been picked 

up by a mere mortal, especially one associated with an enterprise professing the most 

dedicated interest in Australian jazz.  

On the credit side, full marks to Larrikin for enlisting the support of the Australia 

Council in this project, and for what is in ways other than I have complained of, a 

most elegant product, with clean cover design and sleeve note format. If a more 

important and more musically complete jazz album comes out of Australia in 1986, I 

shall be very surprised. 


